Gone with the Mind

The blazingly inventive fictional autobiography of Mark Leyner, one of Americas rare, true
original voices (Gary Shteyngart)Dizzyingly brilliant, raucously funny, and painfully honest,
GONE WITH THE MIND is the story of Mark Leyners life, told as only Mark Leyner can tell
it. In this utterly unconventional novel-or is it a memoir?-Leyner gives a reading in the food
court of a New Jersey shopping mall. The audience consists of Marks mother and some stray
Panda Express employees, who ask a handful of questions. The action takes place entirely at
the food court, but the territory covered in these pages has no bounds.A joyride of
autobiography, cultural critique, DIY philosophy, biopolitics, video games, demagoguery, and
the most intimate confessions, GONE WITH THE MIND is both a soulful reckoning with
mortality and the tender story of the relationship between a complicated mother and an even
more complicated son.At once nostalgic and acidic, deeply humane and completely surreal,
GONE WITH THE MIND is a work of pure, hilarious genius.
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Dizzyingly brilliant, raucously funny, and painfully honest, GONE WITH THE MIND is the
story of Mark Leyner's life, told as only Mark Leyner can tell it.
These are the uncanny transtemporal ballistics of the mind's eyeballs. And this is one of the
things we (my mother and I) mean by gone with the mind.
A writer and his mother and a shopping mall food court: All that Mark Leyner needs to
populate his comic novel Gone with the Mind. . The following is from Mark Leyner's novel,
Gone with the Mind. Mark Leyner is the author of the novels The Sugar Frosted Nutsack; My
Cousin. Mark Leyner manages to make run-on sentences, erotic digressions and manic
depression engaging in his autobiographical novel, Gone with. NPR coverage of Gone With
The Mind by Mark Leyner. News, author interviews, critics' picks and more. Here, Gone With
The Mind is set at a reading for Gone With The Mind, his in-book autobiographyâ€”a reading
that never comes to pass. After an introduction by his mother, Leyner explains the origin of
Gone with the Mind, which started as an autobiography in the form of a. Gone with the Mind
is an existential, experimental autobiography that covers, with broad absurd strokes, the course
of Leyner's life up to the. Dizzyingly brilliant and raucously funny, GONE WITH THE MIND
is the story of Mark Leyner's life, told as only Mark Leyner can. In this utterly unconventional.
Dizzyingly brilliant, raucously funny, and painfully honest, GONE WITH THE MIND is the
story of Mark Leyner's life, told as only Mark Leyner. Gone With the Mind. Mark Leyner.
[Little, Brown and Company]. Mark Leyner is often hailed as a prescient harbinger of the
digital age and of.
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